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Overview

Description 

This analysis delves into the intricacies of the Cerber ransomware, focusing on its Linux variant.

It dissects the malware's initial access vector exploiting CVE-2023-22518 in Confluence, and

examines its three highly obfuscated C++ payloads: a stager for further payloads, a log checker,

and the encryptor responsible for encrypting files. The report provides detailed insights into the

functionality and behavior of each component, including the encryption process,

communication with the C2 server, and the ransom note left behind. 

Confidence 

This value represents the confidence in the correctness of the data contained within this report. 

100 / 100 
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Content 

N/A 
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Indicator

Name

1849bc76e4f9f09fc6c88d5de1a7cb304f9bc9d338f5a823b7431694457345bd 

Pattern Type

stix 

Pattern

[file:hashes.'SHA-256' =

'1849bc76e4f9f09fc6c88d5de1a7cb304f9bc9d338f5a823b7431694457345bd'] 

Name

ce51278578b1a24c0fc5f8a739265e88f6f8b32632cf31bf7c142571eb22e243 

Description

SUSP_ELF_LNX_UPX_Compressed_File SHA256 of

8988ef7abd931496d7bbdf7db1a67c9def0641d9 

Pattern Type

stix 

Pattern

TLP:CLEAR
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[file:hashes.'SHA-256' =

'ce51278578b1a24c0fc5f8a739265e88f6f8b32632cf31bf7c142571eb22e243'] 

Name

45.145.6.112 

Description

**ISP:** CGI GLOBAL LIMITED **OS:** None -------------------------- Hostnames:

-------------------------- Domains: -------------------------- Services: **22:** ``` SSH-2.0-

OpenSSH_8.4p1 Debian-5+deb11u1 Key type: ssh-rsa Key:

AAAAB3NzaC1yc2EAAAADAQABAAABgQCyTZDZkdF1IfAkwcUGaf9rcpTii8eaCupQcSobicu+wAaC

14zj2SR5Hs1GmQQvrNmLH0uynF18vWa4X3eBw6WEW4b/kXbVsh1MeGISTgdjlOlouFHr3ItgojcO

HZHwmK7MqyCzgzlsw691RrZORVB3X0ERlflekIwRiQdwFXEeOBCHn0AWF3bFT0xPxFBP3iu1VovE

b2h3uggNXO/KpvvSryj+KMJhLHnFmZZyY0PzaAN3yKX/

Ghm28H9gsfhpEL3QYyNheUGbZQa7S4Yj yXB+l87loBmRUvijlBcOSGMI1gGc1BkKFu8e/

LFYiDtboJmjS1fyW9oBDEd9muQo50UJzPeAJls9

+sAnzZqDkRdEqEwE2goiiVIeHDqaH1JrxH8afld7MOikaU09us9y22l4u1irGx1vC/GJZ0fy6LTu

FcIWSSX9bbBXYYkvZBagFdr5aLz/4H7pKg2hOuX/Zs2kpk3pQQhx3Y8eYQKl6dZdb+mU6qQm2jx/

evxz65nxoXk= Fingerprint: a0:bb:b2:fb:b7:b2:f4:b0:07:1a:e3:47:62:df:76:3a Kex Algorithms:

curve25519-sha256@libssh.org ecdh-sha2-nistp521 ecdh-sha2-nistp384 ecdh-sha2-nistp256

diffie-hellman-group-exchange-sha256 Server Host Key Algorithms: rsa-sha2-512 rsa-

sha2-256 ssh-rsa ecdsa-sha2-nistp256 ssh-ed25519 Encryption Algorithms: chacha20-

poly1305@openssh.com aes256-gcm@openssh.com aes128-gcm@openssh.com aes256-ctr

aes192-ctr aes128-ctr MAC Algorithms: hmac-sha2-512-etm@openssh.com hmac-sha2-256-

etm@openssh.com umac-128-etm@openssh.com hmac-sha2-512 hmac-sha2-256

umac-128@openssh.com Compression Algorithms: none zlib@openssh.com ```

------------------ **80:** ``` HTTP/1.1 404 Not Found Server: nginx Date: Mon, 13 Nov 2023

21:25:04 GMT Content-Type: text/html Content-Length: 548 Connection: keep-alive ```

------------------ 

Pattern Type

stix 

Pattern

[ipv4-addr:value = '45.145.6.112'] 
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Name

4ed46b98d047f5ed26553c6f4fded7209933ca9632b998d265870e3557a5cdfe 

Description

SUSP_ELF_LNX_UPX_Compressed_File SHA256 of

f4384ca1c2250d58a17e692ce2a8efd7dcc97a73 

Pattern Type

stix 

Pattern

[file:hashes.'SHA-256' =

'4ed46b98d047f5ed26553c6f4fded7209933ca9632b998d265870e3557a5cdfe'] 
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Malware

Name

Cerber 

Name

linux 
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Vulnerability

Name

CVE-2023-22518 

Description

Atlassian Confluence Data Center and Server contain an improper authorization

vulnerability that can result in significant data loss when exploited by an unauthenticated

attacker. There is no impact on confidentiality since the attacker cannot exfiltrate any data.

TLP:CLEAR
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Attack-Pattern

Name

T1490 

ID

T1490 

Description

Adversaries may delete or remove built-in data and turn off services designed to aid in the

recovery of a corrupted system to prevent recovery.(Citation: Talos Olympic Destroyer 2018)

(Citation: FireEye WannaCry 2017) This may deny access to available backups and recovery

options. Operating systems may contain features that can help fix corrupted systems, such

as a backup catalog, volume shadow copies, and automatic repair features. Adversaries

may disable or delete system recovery features to augment the effects of [Data

Destruction](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1485) and [Data Encrypted for Impact]

(https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1486).(Citation: Talos Olympic Destroyer 2018)

(Citation: FireEye WannaCry 2017) Furthermore, adversaries may disable recovery

notifications, then corrupt backups.(Citation: disable_notif_synology_ransom) A number of

native Windows utilities have been used by adversaries to disable or delete system

recovery features: * `vssadmin.exe` can be used to delete all volume shadow copies on a

system - `vssadmin.exe delete shadows /all /quiet` * [Windows Management

Instrumentation](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1047) can be used to delete volume

shadow copies - `wmic shadowcopy delete` * `wbadmin.exe` can be used to delete the

Windows Backup Catalog - `wbadmin.exe delete catalog -quiet` * `bcdedit.exe` can be used

to disable automatic Windows recovery features by modifying boot configuration data -

`bcdedit.exe /set {default} bootstatuspolicy ignoreallfailures & bcdedit /set {default}

recoveryenabled no` * `REAgentC.exe` can be used to disable Windows Recovery

Environment (WinRE) repair/recovery options of an infected system On network devices,

adversaries may leverage [Disk Wipe](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1561) to delete

TLP:CLEAR
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backup firmware images and reformat the file system, then [System Shutdown/Reboot]

(https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1529) to reload the device. Together this activity may

leave network devices completely inoperable and inhibit recovery operations. Adversaries

may also delete “online” backups that are connected to their network – whether via

network storage media or through folders that sync to cloud services.(Citation: ZDNet

Ransomware Backups 2020) In cloud environments, adversaries may disable versioning

and backup policies and delete snapshots, machine images, and prior versions of objects

designed to be used in disaster recovery scenarios.(Citation: Dark Reading Code Spaces

Cyber Attack)(Citation: Rhino Security Labs AWS S3 Ransomware) 

Name

T1486 

ID

T1486 

Description

Adversaries may encrypt data on target systems or on large numbers of systems in a

network to interrupt availability to system and network resources. They can attempt to

render stored data inaccessible by encrypting files or data on local and remote drives and

withholding access to a decryption key. This may be done in order to extract monetary

compensation from a victim in exchange for decryption or a decryption key (ransomware)

or to render data permanently inaccessible in cases where the key is not saved or

transmitted.(Citation: US-CERT Ransomware 2016)(Citation: FireEye WannaCry 2017)(Citation:

US-CERT NotPetya 2017)(Citation: US-CERT SamSam 2018) In the case of ransomware, it is

typical that common user files like Office documents, PDFs, images, videos, audio, text, and

source code files will be encrypted (and often renamed and/or tagged with specific file

markers). Adversaries may need to first employ other behaviors, such as [File and Directory

Permissions Modification](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1222) or [System

Shutdown/Reboot](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1529), in order to unlock and/or

gain access to manipulate these files.(Citation: CarbonBlack Conti July 2020) In some cases,

adversaries may encrypt critical system files, disk partitions, and the MBR.(Citation: US-

CERT NotPetya 2017) To maximize impact on the target organization, malware designed for

encrypting data may have worm-like features to propagate across a network by leveraging

other attack techniques like [Valid Accounts](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1078),

[OS Credential Dumping](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1003), and [SMB/Windows

Admin Shares](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1021/002).(Citation: FireEye WannaCry

2017)(Citation: US-CERT NotPetya 2017) Encryption malware may also leverage [Internal

TLP:CLEAR
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Defacement](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1491/001), such as changing victim

wallpapers, or otherwise intimidate victims by sending ransom notes or other messages to

connected printers (known as "print bombing").(Citation: NHS Digital Egregor Nov 2020) In

cloud environments, storage objects within compromised accounts may also be encrypted.

(Citation: Rhino S3 Ransomware Part 1) 

Name

T1083 

ID

T1083 

Description

Adversaries may enumerate files and directories or may search in specific locations of a

host or network share for certain information within a file system. Adversaries may use the

information from [File and Directory Discovery](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1083)

during automated discovery to shape follow-on behaviors, including whether or not the

adversary fully infects the target and/or attempts specific actions. Many command shell

utilities can be used to obtain this information. Examples include `dir`, `tree`, `ls`, `find`,

and `locate`.(Citation: Windows Commands JPCERT) Custom tools may also be used to

gather file and directory information and interact with the [Native API](https://

attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1106). Adversaries may also leverage a [Network Device CLI]

(https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1059/008) on network devices to gather file and

directory information (e.g. `dir`, `show flash`, and/or `nvram`).(Citation: US-CERT-TA18-106A) 

Name

T1059 

ID

T1059 

Description

TLP:CLEAR
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Adversaries may abuse command and script interpreters to execute commands, scripts, or

binaries. These interfaces and languages provide ways of interacting with computer

systems and are a common feature across many different platforms. Most systems come

with some built-in command-line interface and scripting capabilities, for example, macOS

and Linux distributions include some flavor of [Unix Shell](https://attack.mitre.org/

techniques/T1059/004) while Windows installations include the [Windows Command Shell]

(https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1059/003) and [PowerShell](https://attack.mitre.org/

techniques/T1059/001). There are also cross-platform interpreters such as [Python]

(https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1059/006), as well as those commonly associated

with client applications such as [JavaScript](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/

T1059/007) and [Visual Basic](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1059/005). Adversaries

may abuse these technologies in various ways as a means of executing arbitrary

commands. Commands and scripts can be embedded in [Initial Access](https://

attack.mitre.org/tactics/TA0001) payloads delivered to victims as lure documents or as

secondary payloads downloaded from an existing C2. Adversaries may also execute

commands through interactive terminals/shells, as well as utilize various [Remote

Services](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1021) in order to achieve remote Execution.

(Citation: Powershell Remote Commands)(Citation: Cisco IOS Software Integrity Assurance -

Command History)(Citation: Remote Shell Execution in Python) 

Name

T1027 

ID

T1027 

Description

Adversaries may attempt to make an executable or file difficult to discover or analyze by

encrypting, encoding, or otherwise obfuscating its contents on the system or in transit.

This is common behavior that can be used across different platforms and the network to

evade defenses. Payloads may be compressed, archived, or encrypted in order to avoid

detection. These payloads may be used during Initial Access or later to mitigate detection.

Sometimes a user's action may be required to open and [Deobfuscate/Decode Files or

Information](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1140) for [User Execution](https://

attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1204). The user may also be required to input a password to

open a password protected compressed/encrypted file that was provided by the adversary.

(Citation: Volexity PowerDuke November 2016) Adversaries may also use compressed or

TLP:CLEAR
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archived scripts, such as JavaScript. Portions of files can also be encoded to hide the

plain-text strings that would otherwise help defenders with discovery. (Citation: Linux/

Cdorked.A We Live Security Analysis) Payloads may also be split into separate, seemingly

benign files that only reveal malicious functionality when reassembled. (Citation: Carbon

Black Obfuscation Sept 2016) Adversaries may also abuse [Command Obfuscation](https://

attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1027/010) to obscure commands executed from payloads or

directly via [Command and Scripting Interpreter](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/

T1059). Environment variables, aliases, characters, and other platform/language specific

semantics can be used to evade signature based detections and application control

mechanisms. (Citation: FireEye Obfuscation June 2017) (Citation: FireEye Revoke-

Obfuscation July 2017)(Citation: PaloAlto EncodedCommand March 2017) 

Name

T1105 

ID

T1105 

Description

Adversaries may transfer tools or other files from an external system into a compromised

environment. Tools or files may be copied from an external adversary-controlled system to

the victim network through the command and control channel or through alternate

protocols such as [ftp](https://attack.mitre.org/software/S0095). Once present, adversaries

may also transfer/spread tools between victim devices within a compromised environment

(i.e. [Lateral Tool Transfer](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1570)). On Windows,

adversaries may use various utilities to download tools, such as `copy`, `finger`, [certutil]

(https://attack.mitre.org/software/S0160), and [PowerShell](https://attack.mitre.org/

techniques/T1059/001) commands such as `IEX(New-Object

Net.WebClient).downloadString()` and `Invoke-WebRequest`. On Linux and macOS systems,

a variety of utilities also exist, such as `curl`, `scp`, `sftp`, `tftp`, `rsync`, `finger`, and `wget`.

(Citation: t1105_lolbas) Adversaries may also abuse installers and package managers, such

as `yum` or `winget`, to download tools to victim hosts. Files can also be transferred using

various [Web Service](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1102)s as well as native or

otherwise present tools on the victim system.(Citation: PTSecurity Cobalt Dec 2016) In some

cases, adversaries may be able to leverage services that sync between a web-based and

an on-premises client, such as Dropbox or OneDrive, to transfer files onto victim systems.

For example, by compromising a cloud account and logging into the service's web portal,

TLP:CLEAR
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an adversary may be able to trigger an automatic syncing process that transfers the file

onto the victim's machine.(Citation: Dropbox Malware Sync) 

Name

T1195 

ID

T1195 

Description

Adversaries may manipulate products or product delivery mechanisms prior to receipt by

a final consumer for the purpose of data or system compromise. Supply chain compromise

can take place at any stage of the supply chain including: * Manipulation of development

tools * Manipulation of a development environment * Manipulation of source code

repositories (public or private) * Manipulation of source code in open-source

dependencies * Manipulation of software update/distribution mechanisms *

Compromised/infected system images (multiple cases of removable media infected at the

factory)(Citation: IBM Storwize)(Citation: Schneider Electric USB Malware) * Replacement of

legitimate software with modified versions * Sales of modified/counterfeit products to

legitimate distributors * Shipment interdiction While supply chain compromise can impact

any component of hardware or software, adversaries looking to gain execution have often

focused on malicious additions to legitimate software in software distribution or update

channels.(Citation: Avast CCleaner3 2018)(Citation: Microsoft Dofoil 2018)(Citation:

Command Five SK 2011) Targeting may be specific to a desired victim set or malicious

software may be distributed to a broad set of consumers but only move on to additional

tactics on specific victims.(Citation: Symantec Elderwood Sept 2012)(Citation: Avast

CCleaner3 2018)(Citation: Command Five SK 2011) Popular open source projects that are

used as dependencies in many applications may also be targeted as a means to add

malicious code to users of the dependency.(Citation: Trendmicro NPM Compromise) 

Name

T1489 

ID

TLP:CLEAR
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T1489 

Description

Adversaries may stop or disable services on a system to render those services unavailable

to legitimate users. Stopping critical services or processes can inhibit or stop response to

an incident or aid in the adversary's overall objectives to cause damage to the

environment.(Citation: Talos Olympic Destroyer 2018)(Citation: Novetta Blockbuster)

Adversaries may accomplish this by disabling individual services of high importance to an

organization, such as `MSExchangeIS`, which will make Exchange content inaccessible

(Citation: Novetta Blockbuster). In some cases, adversaries may stop or disable many or all

services to render systems unusable.(Citation: Talos Olympic Destroyer 2018) Services or

processes may not allow for modification of their data stores while running. Adversaries

may stop services or processes in order to conduct [Data Destruction](https://

attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1485) or [Data Encrypted for Impact](https://attack.mitre.org/

techniques/T1486) on the data stores of services like Exchange and SQL Server.(Citation:

SecureWorks WannaCry Analysis) 

TLP:CLEAR
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StixFile

Value

1849bc76e4f9f09fc6c88d5de1a7cb304f9bc9d338f5a823b7431694457345bd 

ce51278578b1a24c0fc5f8a739265e88f6f8b32632cf31bf7c142571eb22e243 

4ed46b98d047f5ed26553c6f4fded7209933ca9632b998d265870e3557a5cdfe 
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IPv4-Addr

Value

45.145.6.112 

TLP:CLEAR
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External References

• https://www.cadosecurity.com/blog/cerber-ransomware-dissecting-the-three-heads

• https://otx.alienvault.com/pulse/6622404a69812357464f58e4
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